ACCENT

Always a
wise choice.
The new ACCENT

Choose with complete confidence.
The new Accent builds on a well-earned reputation for
reliability, economy and safety by adding bold, modern
styling to the list: Its new cutting edge look will be earning
nods of approval wherever you go. But beyond its bold,
modern lines, the new Accent also delivers powerful
performance with high-efficiency powertrains equipped
with six-speed transmissions to maximize fuel economy.
And in the matter of safety, the most important category of
all, the new Accent comes with advanced safety features
that elevate all-round protection to the highest standard yet.
Inside and out, Accent is a reflection of Hyundai's passion
for engineering excellence.
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Where to?
Close by or far away, you’ll be looking forward to the drive in your new Accent.
First, there’s the daring and confident Accent style and that always elevates
the driving fun factor. And then there’s the driving dynamics department where
Accent exceeds all expectations by delivering solid -performance and nimble
handling. Whether cruising along wide-open highways or inching along in
clogged city traffic, you’ll find that Accent is a quiet and capable performer
providing you with all the cabin comforts you need to relax and enjoy the drive.
Family cars were never this much fun.
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Aero-sculpted front end with parametric grille pattern

Kappa
1.4 MPi Gasoline

100
ps/6,000rpm

Evolution or revolution?
Either way, Accent’s futuristic design raises the high-tech quotient and that will certainly be
turning heads. The eye-catching grille features a bold, new parametric design and a chrome
finish for a premium presentation.
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13.5
kg.m/4,000rpm

Reliable and Efficient.
Accent comes with a powertrain to suit personal requirements. You can always depend on Accent to
deliver impressive and reliable performance. Accent adopts tried and true technologies like variable
intake systems that let the engines adjust their breathing to power demand, six-speed transmissions
and multi-point injection for maximum fuel economy.

Rear camera
Outside mirrors & repeaters

Rear lip spoiler

Power sunroof

16˝alloy wheels
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Productive time.
Accent provides the perfect space to relax and to be productive too. Once you shut the doors, the
peace and quiet will amaze you because Accent is exceptionally well-insulated from road and
wind noise. And to keep you well connected and productive while you’re on the road, the 8-inch
multimedia display offers full support for smartphone connectivity and a lot more through a
touchscreen display with easy-to-navigate menus. The colorful dials on the instrument are razorsharp, precise and easy to read thanks to digital display technology.

Steering wheel includes
remote control functions
for audio, cruise control
and Bluetooth

Full-digital instrument cluster

8.0˝ Display audio

Automatic climate control

This next-gen instrument panel provides more information
than ever and displays it with digital precision and razor-sharp
clarity. The integrated 4.2-in display in the center tracks trip
distances, calculates km to refueling, offers oil change
reminders and much more.

Supporting Bluetooth 4.0 that interfaces with your smartphone, this multi-functional color LCD provides a touchscreen
interface showing the rear camera image, time/date, MP3
player status plus AM/FM radio tuning with RDS.

Simply set the digital readout to the desired temperature and
the powerful blower provides cooling, heating and ventilation
to keep you perfectly comfortable regardless of the outside
conditions.
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Love the simple things in life.
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Safety.
From the moment you step inside Accent, you experience that wonderful feeling of being
well-protected. More than a feeling, it’s a fact. Accent protects you and your loved ones with
some of the most advanced safety technologies available in the automotive industry today.

Static Bending Light
Hyundai’s 2003 NEOS-II concept car pioneered this innovation
which uses turns of the steering wheel to switch on auxiliary
lamps that illuminate dark areas to the side that are not covered
by the headlamps.

Rear parking assist system

Hillstart Assist Control

Electronic Stability Control

Stopping and starting on very steep road can be stressful and
potentially dangerous. HAC prevents the car from accidentally rolling
backward whenever the brake pedal is released on a hill.

ESC can detect skidding and using computerized technology, it will
automatically apply the brakes to individual wheels to counter the
loss of directional control, help maintain vehicle stability and reduce
the risk of a collision.
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Features

Halogen headlamps

Chromed grille with parametric design

Bulb-type rear combination lamps

Electric folding mirrors

Chrome beltline molding

Chrome coated door handles

Rear view monitor

High mounted stop lamp

Rear reflector

Smart trunk

15˝alloy wheels
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16˝alloy wheels

Smart key
No more fumbling through your pockets or purse.
If the key is with the person, it enables push-button start
and remote locking/unlocking of doors and trunk.

6-speed automatic transmission

Front disc brakes

You will hardly notice this 6-speed gearbox doing its
work. Automatic shifting is quick, smooth and quiet but
also very convenient. Its efficient design helps maximize
fuel economy.

To ensure maximum stopping power, every Accent is
equipped with 14-inch front disc brakes, a vacuum brake
booster and an anti-locking brake system.

Push-button start / Smart key

Rheostat & Electronic Stability Control

Seat folding system (60:40 type)

Window defogger

Power windows

USB port & 12V power outlet

Driver seat height adjuster

Glove box with cooling

* Features and specifications vary by market. Please consult your local dealer.
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Exterior colors

Polar White PWT

Typhoon Silver T2X

Titan Gray R4G

Alpha Blue U3R

Starry Night UB7

Fiery Red R4R

Phantom Black X5B

Interior trims
Leather options

Leather Black
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Leather Gray

Leather Beige

Specifications

Type

Kappa 1.4 MPi Gasoline

Engine type

4-Cylinder DOHC

Displacement (cc)

1,368

Max. Power (ps / rpm)

100 / 6,000

Max. Torque (kg·m / rpm)

13.5 / 4,000

Brakes
Front

Ventilated disc

Rear

Drum

Suspension
Front

MacPherson strut

Rear

Coupled Torsion Beam Axle

Tire
195/55R16
Dimensions
Head room (mm)

Front / Rear

993 (1,033) / 948

Leg room (mm)

Front / Rear

1,070 (1,120) / 890 (810)

Shoulder room (mm)

Front / Rear

1,375 / 1,365
( ) : Maximum seat position

The above values are results from internal testing and are subject to change after validation.
● Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
● Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.
● The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.
● Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.
●

Dimensions
Unit : mm

Overall height
1,460

Wheel tread*

1,512

Wheel base

2,600

Wheel tread*

1,517

Overall width

2,009

Overall length

4,440

Overall width

1,729

(including door mirrors)

(excluding door mirrors)
*Wheel tread : 15˝ (front / rear) - 1,524 / 1,529
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